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65 LUMENS - Super bright, long lasting LEDs. 3000K warm white glow
ULTRA THIN - Less than 1 inch thick
ON/OFF TAP LENS
INSTALL IN SECONDS - Mounts with screws or adhesive tape (both are included)
100 HOUR RUN TIME - Last 4 times longer than other LED lights. Operates on 3 AA batteries (not
included)Brilliant Evolution Battery Operated Ultra Thin LED Bar Light
The battery operated ultra thin LED bar light can quickly and easily light up any area. This bar light is
bright at 65 lumens and is perfect as under cabinet lights, kitchen lights and closet lights. The
battery powered light produces a warm white glow (3000K) for beautiful LED under cabinet lighting
or kitchen lighting. Easily mount the wireless LED light anywhere with adhesive tape or screws
(both are included). Then simply press the tap lens on the under cabinet light to turn it on/off. The
Brilliant Evolution LED battery light has a run time of over 100 hours, using 3 AA batteries (not
included). The wireless LED bar light offers a versatile lighting option. The LED bar light is not only
an aesthetically pleasing lighting solution but also a budget friendly one.
.
Bright and Beautiful
The LED bar light is bright at 65 Lumens. This small, but powerful, battery powered LED light will
make your dark areas both bright and beautiful. Great as under counter LED light for kitchen areas
or as a cabinet LED light in your house, the Wireless LED bar light will brighten your world.
Sleek and Powerful
The LED bar light is less than 1 inch thick. Press the tap lens to turn the light on/off. The light bar
mounts with screws or adhesive tape (both are included).
Battery Operated
The LED bar light operates on 3 AA batteries (not included) and has a run time of over 100 hours.
The run time is 4 times longer than other lights. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount
code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

